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MESSAGE FROM THE
EXECUTIVE CHAIRMAN

The Best
of the Best
This issue of Pennecon Talk highlights

going above and beyond to help the

It’s in those moments that I get to

the best of Pennecon – our employees!

communities where they work and

give you my sincere thanks for your

For many years, I have been saying that

live, significant achievements in our

contribution to our team. However, as

our most valued resource is the people

efforts to keep our worksites safe,

we grow and expand, it becomes more

who work here, and this sentiment still

and employees reaching impressive

difficult to reach each and every one

rings true today.

30-year work anniversaries. All of these

of you personally. But please know

stories speak to the impressive culture

this, whether you are at a work site

Our employees maintain a high

of excellence that we have created here

in Labrador, an office in Edmonton

standard of integrity, quality, and

at Pennecon, and I know that they are

or at our marine base in Bay Bulls,

strength of character. From skilled

just the tip of the iceberg.

our success is because of all of you,

professionals and administrative staff

and I can’t thank you enough for all

to tradespeople and craft workers,

At Pennecon, we deliver the best

they all set the bar for job performance

solutions, services, and quality at every

and carry on a Pennecon legacy that

stage of the project, from breaking new

was created more than 40 years ago.

ground to commissioning and ongoing

The same passion and commitment to

site maintenance. We are all privileged

a job well done that built our company

to work with the best of the best, and

continues to guide us today and by

it makes me immensely proud to know

building on that past, I know we are

that we have set the bar and continue

Larry Puddister

ensuring a future that is just

to raise it.

Executive Chairman

as successful.
One of the greatest privileges that
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As you read through this issue of

I have in my role at Pennecon is

Pennecon Talk you will find stories

the opportunity to visit our various

about project teams reaching

locations and talk to you about your

construction milestones, employees

work and experience with Pennecon.

that you do.
Sincerely,

MILESTONE
SAFETY STATS
FOR 2018

Keeping our people and communities safe has always been a top
priority for Pennecon, and in 2018, our offices, shops, and worksites
were safer than ever before. Ending the year with a corporate Total
Recordable Incident Rate (TRIR) of 0.93 and a Lost Time Incident Rate
(LTIR) of 0, Pennecon shows once again our commitment to protecting

STATISTICS

TRIR

LTIR

Heavy Civil

1.34

0

Services & Maintenance,
and Marine

1.38

0

ourselves, our colleagues, and the environments in which we work. In

Industrial

0

0

comparison, in 2017, the construction industry in Newfoundland and

Fabrication

0

0

0.93

0

Labrador had a LTIR rate of 1.9.

Pennecon
“At Pennecon, we’ve built
our business on active

Developing and maintaining a strong safety

participation by everyone,

culture can be difficult and does not happen

every day, in every job to

overnight. However, through the establishment of

achieve safety excellence,”

comprehensive HSEQ procedures and programs,

said Pennecon Vice President,

consistent training, routine self-evaluation, and

HSEQ, Mike O’Reilly (left).

continuous improvement, Pennecon has firmly

“I am proud of each employee

positioned itself as a safety leader. More than just

who faced each day on the

a set of statistics, these numbers speak to the

job with a commitment

efforts made by our employees and are an amazing

to creating a safe and

foundation of success as we position ourselves to

healthy workplace.”

take on even bigger and more challenging projects.
Now, as we look towards 2019
and beyond, our safety goals
remain the same:
• No personal injuries.
• No work-related illness.
• No material damage or
financial losses.
• Minimize environmental impact.
Congratulations to all Pennecon
employees on this significant
safety achievement.

RECYCLING AT MUSKRAT FALLS
How Larry Johnston Used Recycling to Help a Local Swim Team
Larry Johnston, the Pennecon

he decided to donate a portion of the

Environmental Lead at Muskrat Falls,

collected bottles, cans, and paper to a

recently saw an opportunity to not

local swim club – the Melville Mantas.

only help mother nature but to help
the local community of Happy Valley-

After donating two months of collected

Goose Bay.

recyclables to the swim club, team
members were able to raise over

When Pennecon began working

$2,000 for the club. Swimmers and

on the Muskrat Falls Generating

family members worked together to

Station, Larry recognized the need to

count and sort over 40,000 recyclable

implement a project recycling program

items. Amazing!

at all Pennecon offices at site. With
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approximately 300 people working

“I always try to give back to the

at the generating station at that time,

community whenever I can,” said Larry,

Larry quickly realized it wouldn’t take

“and I hope this story goes to show that

long to collect a considerable amount

even a small act of kindness can go a

of recyclables. With this knowledge,

long way in helping people out.”

CELEBRATING EMPLOYEE
MILESTONES

Diane Young
Today we celebrate Dianne
Young’s 30-year work
anniversary at Pennecon,

How long have you worked with
Pennecon and what positions
have you held?
I started with M&M Offshore Limited

which stretches back to

(now Pennecon Fabrication) in

1989 at M&M Offshore.

invoicing for all of the work done in

Congratulations to
Dianne and all employees
reaching significant work

Dianne
Young
ACCOUNTING

September 1989. Back then, I did the
the fabrication shop, and then in 1990,
I moved over to M&M Engineering
Limited (Pennecon Industrial). Over

What inspires you?

the years, I have been involved in many

My daughter. She has worked hard to

milestones. We look

aspects of the accounting department,

accomplish her goals, and in a couple

forward to many years

but now I mainly focus on Accounts

of weeks, she convocates with a

Payable.

Master’s Degree in Science Education.

What’s your fondest memory

What do you think is the

or most memorable moment

most important value of any

with Pennecon?

organization?

I have enjoyed my time working

That has to be respect. Respect for

with Pennecon and have many fond

all co-workers.

to come!

memories of working with some great
people. We have watched each other’s

As a child, what did you want

families grow, and we have made

to be when you grew up?

friendships that will last a lifetime.

I wanted to be a teacher like my

What do you like most about
working at Pennecon?
The people I have met and the friends
I have made.

mom, but later, I decided to go into
accounting.

CEO MESSAGE

Promoting a Positive
Corporate Culture
No matter the industry or profession,

employees. We all need to feel our best

Obviously, we can’t force friendships

in today’s fast-paced world, many of us

physically, mentally, and emotionally in

but we can create opportunities for

spend the majority of our waking hours

order to contribute. Hence employee

friendships to develop. A key factor

at work. In fact, many of us spend more

wellness is the foundation for a

in this is simply creating a relaxed

time with our colleagues than with our

positive corporate culture. Leaders

atmosphere where people are

own families, and for those on rotation

should ensure that employees have

encouraged to share stories and let

work, the worksite can become your

the resources they need to live their

their personalities shine. Look for

home. Because of this, it becomes

healthiest lives and I encourage

ways to inject a sense of fun into work

essential that our work environment is

everyone to use the resources

and create opportunities for people

a positive one.

available to them through Pennecon’s

to be themselves.

Employee and Family Assistance
A positive workplace culture improves

Program (www.homeweb.ca), which

Celebrate

teamwork, raises morale, increases

offers support services for personal,

Finally, always look for ways to

productivity, enhances retention of the

family, and work-related concerns.

celebrate whether it’s an employee

workforce, and reduces stress in its
employees.

birthday, a project milestone or a
Identify culture champions

contract win. Celebrating improves

Culture champions are employees

morale and it lets people know that

However, in a day and age where

who embody the vision and values of

important events and victories are

demands are constant and deadlines

a company and are usually identified

noticed and praised. Employees

are tight, how do we as leaders create

by their corporate engagement and

deserve the best when they have

an environment that is welcoming,

enthusiasm. They are excited to

provided you with the best, so give

encouraging, and fun?

promote a company’s aspirations and

credit when it is due, even if it’s just a

encourage others to do the same.

pat on the back or a simple ‘well done’

It starts at the top

Take time to identify these employees

email to make their day.

In most cases, workplace culture is

and help them to keep spreading

shaped by leadership, and employees

their positive attitude. Additionally,

It’s clear that there is a powerful case

will look to their management/

look to empower these people to plan

for creating and maintaining a positive

supervisors to establish a positive

important social events both in and

company culture. And although it may

tone. A leader led by stress,

out of the office.

take some time, effort, and discipline

lacking gratitude, or not open for
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to build, always keep in mind that when

communication will quickly see the

Foster social connections

a worker feels valued, the productivity

adverse effects of negative behavior.

Workplace relationships are an

possibilities are endless.

Remember, moods are contagious,

essential element to positive company

and a happy and relaxed leader is likely

culture and at a company like

to make the entire team feel upbeat

Pennecon, where teamwork is crucial,

and energized.

encouraging employees to develop
friendships can have a positive impact.

David Mitchell

Emphasize employee wellness

In fact, in recent studies, it’s been

CEO

No organization can expect to foster

found that close work friendships can

a positive culture without healthy

boost employee satisfaction by 50%.

MEET TITO AND CHARLIE!
Pennecon Sponsored Therapy Dogs

The St. John Ambulance Therapy Dog Program brings the benefits of pet companionship to people
in hospitals or long-term care facilities, victims of trauma, or to those simply in need of a friend. In
addition to this, therapy dogs have been seen to offer multiple benefits to the workplace. They can
reduce stress, lift moods, encourage teamwork, and stimulate conversations.
Utterly amazed by the team of volunteer dogs participating in our local St. John Ambulance
Therapy Dog Program, Pennecon struggled to choose just one dog to sponsor, so we picked two!
Since then, multiple Pennecon offices have been gifted with visits by both Charlie and Tito.
Learn more about these great community volunteers brightening up our office spaces.

CHARLIE
GOLDEN RETRIEVER
5 YEARS OLD
THERAPY DOG SINCE 2016
Charlie visits: Daffodil Place, Pearl
House, and palliative care.
Charlie’s goofy smile and warm cuddles
make him the perfect therapy dog. He
loves the company of others, a scratch
behind the ears and tasty doggie treats
to fill his belly.

TITO

PORTUGUESE WATER DOG
8 YEARS OLD
THERAPY DOG SINCE 2012
Tito visits: St. Lukes, Janeway,
Tuckamore House, Veterans Pavillion,
Pleasantview Towers, and various
schools and events in the CBS area.
Anyone around Tito feels his warm
and loving nature. A long-standing
volunteer with St. John Ambulance,
Tito is known for his calm and relaxed
spirit, along with his ability to give extra
attention to those who need it most.

WE DID IT!

Dedicated Barnard Pennecon Team Completes
North Dam at Muskrat Falls
Thanks to the dedication of more than

concrete and is one of the largest

1,700 skilled workers from Barnard

roller compacted concrete dams in all

Pennecon, Trades NL, and construction

of Canada.

management teams, the North Dam at
Muskrat Falls is now complete.

The Muskrat Falls Project is one of the
most significant construction projects

Built over two construction seasons,

in Pennecon’s history, and multiple

the North Dam was constructed

teams from all of our divisions had a

primarily of roller compacted concrete

hand in its completion. Beyond the

(RCC) and a smaller amount of

standard challenges of any large-scale

conventional concrete. Foundation

construction project, Muskrat Falls

preparation for the dam was carried

offered a unique set of challenges

out in spring 2017 with the first of the

due to its remote location and cold-

RCC being placed in July 2017.

weather working conditions. Day in and
day out, crews consistently showcased
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To get an idea of how much work was

some of the best qualities that our

involved with building this dam, all

team has to offer – grit, integrity,

you have to do is look at its size. The

and an unstoppable can-do attitude.

North Dam stands at approximately 39

Congratulations to the entire Barnard

m high and is 450 m long. It contains

Pennecon team for this amazing

approximately 243,000 cubic metres of

construction milestone.

Pennecon’s
CORPORATE COMMUNICATIONS TEAM

WINS Communications Award
Launched in May 2018, Pennecon

Pennecon as a leading provider of

just the communications team but

proudly unveiled to the world its new

integrated solutions across a diverse

our corporate management

modern brand, highlighted by a new

portfolio. But more than just a new

team, administrative staff in all

corporate identity which showcases

logo, this corporate-wide project

divisions, brand ambassadors

outlined a new vision for Pennecon and

and multiple contractors.

equipped the company and its staff
with new brochures, a new website,

On June 26, 2019, Pennecon accepted

stationary, and a detailed set of

a Pinnacle Award of Merit from the

branding standards. A highlight within

International Association of Business

these standards are Pennecon’s new

Communicators NL in the category

branding pillars which underpin who

of Brand Communications. This

we are, everything we say and how we

annual awards ceremony recognizes

present ourselves to the world.

innovation and excellence in the field

These pillars are: Grit, Integrity,

of communications and represents

and Performance.

the high level of work exhibited in
Pennecon’s branding project.

Spearheaded by the Pennecon
Corporate Communications team,

Congratulations to the entire

this large scale project took over two

Pennecon branding team on this

years to complete and represents

outstanding industry recognition.

the relentless hard work of not

PAUL THORNE

Recognized as Easter Seals NL 2019 Career Services Volunteer of The Year
Pennecon employee Paul Thorne has

and shows participants the importance

been a dedicated supporter of the

of being persistent, staying positive,

Easter Seals Horizons Work Experience

and being your own self-advocate. His

Program for several years. Despite

inspired involvement with Easter Seals

working a rotation shift at Muskrat Falls

has not gone unnoticed, and in April

and being busy with his family, Paul

2019 Paul was chosen as Easter Seals

finds the time to speak at each new

NL 2019 Career Services Volunteer of

session of this important community

The Year. We would like to congratulate

program. Known for making instant

Paul on this significant achievement

connections with youth participants;

and want him to know that Pennecon

Paul shares stories about his

couldn’t be prouder.

experiences working with a disability

PENNECON APPOINTS

EXECUTIVE
LEADERSHIP TEAM
As we pursue bigger
work opportunities and
the demands from our
many clients continue
to increase and become
more complex, there is a
need to develop stronger
business process to help
aid efficient corporate
governance.
David Mitchell, CEO

As a result, Pennecon has announced
the formation of the Pennecon
Executive Leadership Team. This new
team will be responsible for developing
corporate strategies, best practices
and decision making processes to
ensure Pennecon sustains longer term
growth, continuous improvement and
financial viability. Additionally, this new
team will offer support and guidance
to the entrepreneurial efforts of our
various managers and employees.
Chairing the Executive Leadership
Team will be:
• Pennecon CEO, David Mitchell

Maggie Smith, Executive Vice President,
Finance

Brad Cole, Executive Vice President,
Heavy Civil

Janis Byrne, Executive Vice President, Legal

Lorne Bennett, Executive Vice President,
HR & Corporate Support

Additional members include:
• Maggie Smith, Executive Vice
President, Finance
• Brad Cole, Executive Vice President,
Heavy Civil
• Janis Byrne, Executive Vice President,
Legal
• Lorne Bennett, Executive Vice
President, HR & Corporate Support
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COMMUNITY UPDATE

TECHSPLORATION

COMMUNITY FOOD SHARING
ASSOCIATION

FORGET ME NOT ANIMAL
RESCUE

Continuing our long-standing

After a terrible fire left the Community

As longtime animal lovers, Pennecon

Food Sharing Association of NL without

has a strong history of supporting

any food, Pennecon staff at multiple

community organizations that work

office locations organized a food drive

to keep our furry friends happy

which resulted in a large donation of

and healthy. Pictured here is Dana

non-perishable food items. Cheers to

Hawco, Pennecon Communications

everyone who came together on short

and Marketing Specialist presenting

notice and helped restock the shelves

a cheque for $1000 to Joan Simmons

at this vital community organization.

from Forget Me Not Animal Rescue.

collaboration with Women in Resource
Development Corporation (WRDC),
Pennecon once again participated
in WRDC’s Techsploration program,
which aims to provide young women
with opportunities to explore trades,
technical and technology-related
occupations. Led by a team of

This hardworking organization, helps

Pennecon Role Models, our group of

the stray, abandoned, and feral animals

girls from Mobile Central High were

in the St. John’s and surrounding areas.

given a tour of various Pennecon
locations, participated in a fun safety
relay, and learned more about possible
careers available to them.

CHILDREN’S WISH
FOUNDATION
Recently the hearts at Pennecon got a

COLDEST NIGHT OF THE YEAR
Pennecon was happy to team up
with The Jacob Puddister Memorial
Foundation to take part in the Coldest
Night of the Year – an annual charity
walk that is in support of Choices for
Youth. Our team of tough volunteers
battled frigid February temperatures
to help raise over $7200, making our
team the biggest corporate fundraiser
in Newfoundland and Labrador!

little bit bigger after granting the wish
of a little boy named Nathan. Working
with the Children’s Wish Foundation
of Canada – Newfoundland & Labrador
Chapter, Pennecon was able to grant
Nathan’s wish to have his very own
movie room in his house. Pennecon
CEO David Mitchell was on hand to
present the cheque and to meet
this amazing little boy and his
wonderful family.

FUTURE GREENLAND 2019
Pennecon recently attended the
6th Future Greenland conference in
Katuaq, Nuuk, which is Greenland’s
largest business conference. With
450 participants from Greenland,
Iceland, the Faroe Islands, Denmark,
and Canada, the conference is open to
all stakeholders and business leaders
who are interested in the development
of Greenland’s business environment.
Pictured here is Brad Cole, Executive
Vice President, Heavy Civil participating
in a B2B conference panel.

Pennecon is a leading provider of integrated solutions across a diverse
portfolio of capabilities: heavy civil, industrial, services & maintenance,
and marine. From breaking new ground to commissioning and ongoing site
maintenance, we deliver the best solutions, service and quality at every
stage of the project. Powered by a diverse team, from coast to coast across
Canada, we are united by our passion and determination to deliver results
on the most complex jobs and challenging environments.
Please forward your suggestions, comments and questions to Dana Hawco
via email: dana.hawco@pennecon.com

